Changes in LCPSs in the August 2012 release of the RDA Toolkit

LCPS
0.0
0.6.3

0.6.4

0.12

Change in the August 2012 release
Added PCC practice statements to applicable sections (pending
future reorganization of this statement).
Clarified statement regarding adding differentiating elements to
authorized access points vs. separate elements. Removed LC
requirement to distinguish expressions for compilations that begin
with the conventional collective title “Works” (requested by PCC).
Added PCC practice statement to indicate that decisions on
distinguishing expressions are pending the outcome of a PCC task
group.
Clarified statement regarding adding differentiating elements to
authorized access points vs. separate elements and added PCC
practice.
Added PCC practice for alerting the chair of the PCC Standing
Committee on Standards for potential changes to RDA
vocabularies.

1.4

Added PCC practice statements to applicable sections. Revised
section on “Pre-Modern Forms of Letters” to simplify treatment of
letters i/j.
1.4, first alternative
Clarified wording for LC practice; added PCC practice statement
for the use of non-Latin scripts in CONSER and BIBCO records.
1.4, option
Clarified wording and added PCC practice.
1.5.4
Added PCC practice.
1.6.1.2
Added PCC practice.
1.6.2.2
Added PCC practice.
1.6.3.2
Added PCC practice.
1.7.1
Revised instructions for ending punctuation in field 264 per PCC
Guidelines for the 264 Field
1.7.1, first alternative
Added PCC practice
1.7.1, second alternative
Added PCC practice.
1.8.1, alternative
Added PCC practice.
1.8.5
Deleted LCPS on ordinal numerals (follow RDA instruction to
follow the usage of the language).
1.10.2, first alternative
Added PCC practice.
1.10.2, second alternative Added PCC practice.
2.1
2.8.6.6

Added PCC practice statements to applicable sections (pending
further reorganization of this statement)
Corrected typo in first example; removed section on “Serials,
Multipart Monographs, and Integrating Resources” due to RDA
change.

2.12.8
2.13
2.14
2.15.1.5, option
2.15.1.7

Added PCC to core element statement (ISSN of series)
Added PCC to core element statement (Mode of issuance)
Added PCC to core element statement (Frequency)
Corrected LC practice and added PCC practice statement.
Deleted “CIP Cataloging” caption; applies to all resources.

6.2.2.8

Revised practice for “Pre-Modern Forms of Letters” and added
PCC practice.
Removed section on “Original and Translation(s) in Compilation”
to reflect change in exceptional practice for recording the original
language of expression in authorized access points (requested by
PCC).
Deleted section “Works with French Title ‘Melodie’ or
‘Melodies’” due to RDA change.
Corrected typo
Removed LC requirement to distinguish expressions for
compilations that begin with the conventional collective title
“Works” (requested by PCC). Revised wording for translations
and language editions to reflect change in exceptional practice for
recording original language of expression in authorized access
points and corrected examples (requested by PCC). Added PCC
practice statement to indicate that decisions on distinguishing
expressions are pending the outcome of a PCC task group.
Deleted LCPS to reflect change in practice requested by PCC (see
6.27.3)

6.11.1.3

6.15.1.12
6.27
6.27.3

6.27.4.5

9.3.2.3
9.3.3.3
9.19.1.1

Added PCC practice for recording Date of birth.
Added PCC practice for recording Date of death.
Added PCC practice for giving dates for persons in authorized
access points.

16.2.2.2

Revised instruction for the source of Canadian place names after
consultation with Library and Archives Canada.
Deleted section on South African homelands after consultation
with the National Library of South Africa.

16.2.2.11

19.2.1.1
19.2.1.1.1

20.2.1.3
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Deleted LCPS on “Person or Family as Creators of a Serial” due to
change in RDA.
Deleted instructions related to hearings and works of art by two or
more artists acting as a corporate body due to changes in RDA.
Clarified LC practice for core requirement when there is more than
one illustrator.

